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Ron Dearfh, CV (continuous vu/canizer) operator in
Dept. 322, sets the throttle control in his airplane

I

before takeoff. Dearth estimates that Packard's Warren

1

Operations has about 50 recreational flyers including

,I

himself. (Story on pages 4 and 5)
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Packard conference emphasizes
strategic planning, management
Nearly 200 of Packard Electric's
managers received a message on the
subject of strategic planning and
strategic management with specific
' focus on Packard's four strateg c
business units (S.B.U.s) and the New
Products Planning Team at the
division'sspringmanagementconference last week.

Elmer E. Reese, Packard general
manager, included in his manage-

ment message the division's newest

objective: "To strive for and ultimately achieve excellence in everything we do."

Five of the division's directors
outlined current and anticipated
activities within the division's four

S.B.U.s - Ignition, Wire and Cable,
Wiring Assembly and Component and the New Products Planning
Team.
Strategic management
Reese set the tone of the conference
by stressing to the managers that
strategic management is a dynamic
working tool that will help Packard

,

Electric to achieve its objectives. He
described strategic management as a
fundamental but essential selfanalysis process. "Strategic manage-

ment is the answer to these questions:
Whoarewe?Whatdowewanttobe?,"
he explained. "If who we want to be
is different from who we are - we
have identified a gap 7 this process
is called 'gap analysis. "
He explained that closing "gaps"
becomes a process of identifying
objectives, establishing strategies,
determining goals and developing a
plan. "Finally, we implement the

plan," said Reese. "That's strategic
management."
Strategic planning
He noted that implementing a plan
involves reacting and adjusting to
change. Reese explained to the managers that strategic planning at
Packard Electric can be impacted by
internal forces over which the divi-

sion has control, or external forces
which cannot be controlled.
Some of the external forces affecting the division, according to Reese,
are changes in corporate direction
and policies.
"They've (General Motors) streamlined the operations side of the
business, sharpened their technolog·

ical edge and, sought new business
opportunities, ' said Reese. "All of
these changes will fundamentally

alter the way we do business,"

emphasized Reese.
'The streamlining Reese referred to
is the recent reorganization of GM's

Elmer Reese, general manager, addresses Packard Electric managers at
the division's spring management conference last week.

North American Automotive Operations being divided into B-0-C (Buick,
Oldsmobile and Cadillac) and C-P-C
(Chevrolet, Pontiac and GM of
Canada).
He described the sharpened tech(Continued on Page 2)
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Information
Briefs

'It is a commitment to excellence!'

Deadline near for uncashed
profit sharing checks

nological edge'as GM's investments
in plants and new equipment. c'We
must stay on the cutting edge and

The deadline for Packard
omployes to submit their uneashed
1984 GM profit sharing checks to
hourly/salary Personnel to receive
a vehicle discount certificate is
Monday, April 8. The vehie.Ie
discount Certificate increases the
profit sharing check by 25 percent
toward the purchase of a new 1985
cir 1986 G M vehicle delivered
anytime this calendar year.
Vehicle discount certificates may

of
proof by
with them
be
redeemed
returning
31, 1986byalong
Jan.
purchase of a new 1985 or 1986 GM
vehicle.

Reese identifies new objectives
(Continued from Page 1)

seek technological supremacy,"
emphasized Reese. "Because if we
don't, you can bet the Japanese auto
industry will!"

,*

1984 Americans traveled an avertrillion miles total - and spent

nearly $887 billion ($3813 per
person) in the process. The mileage
was logged in cars, trains, aircraft,
trucks, ships, buses and taxis.

GM bits and pieces
Changes due for the 1990 Fbodies (Camaro and Firebird)
include front-wheel·drive and unit,
construction underbodies covered
in plastic exterior skins, like the

Fiero.

The Cadillac Pininfarinadesigned convertible scheduled for
1987 production will be called
Allarite. The two-seater will be
assembled at GM's Hamtramck
assembly plant.
Che.Vrolet is tentatively scheduling production of a soft-top Corvette next spring, with bodywork

performed in part by American

Sunrooi, Production will be limited

to about 5000 units a year.
Production will cease at the end

ing to Ward's Automotive

Reports prciduction of' the V-6 is

about 150 units a day, only about
10 percent of capacity.
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executive committee soon.
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Roadblocks
Reeseexplainedthatanotherimportant development came out of the

Tony Andreatta discusses activities

executive committee offsite meeting.

within the Ignition S.B.U.

"We generated a list of internal issues

Reese pointed to Saturn as a prime
example of one of GM's new business
opportunities on the horizon. "Saturn
rose out of a clean sheet of paper,"
said Reese as he quoted GM Chair·
man Roger B. Smith. He noted that
the new Saturn vehicle represents a
totally new concept "to create a new

--4
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car without the predictable responses
of the traditional car maker."
Reese noted that GM's acquisition
ofElectronic Data Systems (EDS) will
represent more business opportuniEDS will also play an important role
in designing operating systems for
the Saturn plant.

recently met offsite tx) review the

Ray Connolly discusses the future of
the Wire and Cable S.B.U.

The fourth issue, headed by Bill
Wehmer, director Reliability and
Quality Control, is identifying job
requirements and training. "Our
people are the key to our success,"
Reese stressed to the managers. "We
must specify the job requirements what we expect from our people, and
then train them to do it."
New Products Planning Team
Bill Turner, General Sales manager
and co-chairman ofthe New Products
Planning Team, explained that his
group is responsible for developing a
"vision of the future" for Packard
Electric products.
"We look for product programs to
improve our automotive electrical
component product lines," explained
Turner, "and pursue new market and
business opportunities in non.

,

Bm Turner predicts now product

under the business planning responsibility ofthe New Products Planning
Team. Turner expects data transmission applications of fiber optics, as
well as beamed optics, to be major
product opportunities for Packard
Electric.
Ignition S.B.U.
Tony Andreatta, director of Manufacturing Engineering and co·

chairman of the Ignition S.B.U.,

division's Mission, Objectives and
Strategies. He explained that the

opportunities for Packard.

identified his group as having responsibility for high-voltage ignition
products for sale to original equip

review
primarily
insure
that
Packardwas
is still
"on theto
right
track."

which impede us from iblfilling our

ment manufacturers (O.E.M.) and for

He hastened to add that Packard

is not starting over in its strategic
planning and management concept.

'We're merely fine tuning what we

already have to ensure our goals are
congruent with those of the
corporation."

mission and objectives. We agreed to
address these internal issues because

we can deal with them here at

Packard."
Four of the most important issues
are: employe behavior, burden and

''f,k{*=,

super burden, process capabilities
and training.
Reese noted that Don Dedow,
General Manufacturing manager,
has responsibility for developing
special efforts designed to deal with

'W / 4

explained that the solution represents
producing cultural change. "We rec-

,

aftermarket.
Andreatta presented the goals for

his S.B.U. as improving quality,

increasing the technological lead in
products and processes and improv·
ing Packard's competitive position.
(Continued on Page 8)
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employe behavior at Packard. Reese
ognized it was probably the most
difficult one ofthefour."
Ray Connolly, divisional comptroller, will head the effort to help the

,
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Michael Hissam, associate editor

Patricia Reilly, contributing editor

|
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Bill Wehmer plans for a high-growth,
year for the Component S.B.U.

'.z

division understand and control
burden and super burden. "That's you
and me," said ]Reese as he explained
the terms. "It's the fringe benefits,
special tools and more. It's what we

Mark Rollinson, editor

Phone: 373-3029
GM Network 8-531-3029

Y
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electronics and fiber optics also fall

to the extensive changes initiated last

year at the corporate level, along with
important internal divisional forces,
Packard's executive committee

i:<f]<{f,
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He added that two product lines -

Mission, Objectives and
Strategies
Reese told the managers that due

of Packard Electric Division of
General Motors, RO. Box 431
An equal opportunity employer

Mississippi
Beth
Magee,editors:
Clinton
David Eckman, Brookhaven

5 Ak
,+

traditional business areas."

ties to the corporation. He added that

4
Packard Electric Cablegram
Published for employes and retirees

Reese concluded, "We want to be
the finest provider of power and

....-/.-/.5

- . . .I

of the 1985 model year on the

Oldsmobile-built 4.3-liter V-6 and
5.7-liter V-8 diesel engines. Accord-

.„„«,·1 %«I?,61

rything right the first
thing
evedo."
doing we
He added that Bill Wehmer, director, Reliability and Quality Control,
is heading a committee to establish
direction for Packard Electric in the
pursuit of excellence, Wehmer's committee is comprised ofrepresentatives
ofeachstaffarea. Thefindingsofthis
committee will be submitted to the

'»,jf , *>

Chevy drivers are getting

age of 33.4 miles a day - over 2.8

petitive market," stressed Reese. "It
lS a commitment to excellence!"

excellence! How do we do that? It's
time - every time - in every-

Ford, Chrysler, American Mot(,rs,
VolkswagenofAmericaandAmeriran Honda. Half of the domestic
companies offered financial incentives throughout the period.

According to recent figures presented by Hertz Corporation, iri

if we are to survive in today's com-

Packard Electric synonomous with

March 11-20 selling period for GM,

U.S. is nation of travelers

"This new objective is where we
mustbeginandwherewemustend

world today. We must make the name

Sales of now, American-made
automobiles rose 5.1 percent in the

Chevrolet reports that the aver. age age (,1 its customers dropped
from 42 to 39 in the past model
year. The division reported that
nearly 66 percent of Camaro buyerslastyearwerelessthan 35yerxrs
old.

tification of a new objective.

signal distribution systems in the

U.S. industry sales rise

younger

Excellence
Reese told the managers that
perhaps
one ofatthe
important
developments
themost
executive
committee offsite meeting was the iden-

spend."
Tony Andreatta, director, Manufacturing Engineering, will head the
effort in process capability. Reese
corporate lead
and keep
Packard
reiterated
his plan
to follow
the
Electric "on the cutting edge" in this
area. "It is clear to us that we must

continue to expand that capability,"

'

9.
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John Martin emphasizes growth
potential for the Wiring Assembly

S.B.U.

,

'
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which
is focuses
comprised
12 divisional
action teams.
This
systemson ofthe
segment
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Just-In-Time (JIT), Statistical Process Control
(SPC) and Suppliers.
The goals of Packard's Quality Improvement
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by Mark Rollinson and Patricia Reilly
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MI P outlining Packard's Quality Improvement Plan
s .·

v

related action teams-Cooperative Ittvolvement,

Plan include a significant reduction in field
warranty problems by the 1988 model year, and
100 percent conformance to specifications by late

1

Al Rotunno, graphic oven operator in Dept. 320,

usesan SPCchartto log readings which measure
the resistance of oven core. Oven core serves

,.2

'

as the conductor for Packard ignition cable.

,

Cooperative involvement is a relady new concept to Packard Eleo

'a Nonetheless, under the ownerip of Bill Wehmer, director of
'ability and Quality Control, it is
resented as one of four systemsted Quality Improvement Plan

Just-In-Time (JIT), a manufacturing system where only the number
of parts required for an operation are
delivered at the time the parts are
needed, is not a new concept to world
industry.
John Martin, director of Material
Management, is owner of the JIT

The purpose of the Cooperative
volvement action team, according

Class Quality, he said.
"Ideally we should apply SPC
principles to everything that we do,
while striving for and attaining
excellence," Andreatta continued.
"That's a difficult task, but it has to
be our objective."
SPC principles can help Packard
to find the most effective ways to
perform particular tasks. These principles then define those tasks so that

ta secondary purpose is to gather

'on team is to improve custom.er
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'cal-related problems to 95,000
i 'dents per million vehicles by 1988
m the current level of 620,000. He
ed that his action team also has
goal to reduce warranty claims on
' M vehicles from the current 425,000

18 cooperative involvement activ1 ' function for nearly three years.
e explained that results of a study

..,
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lisfaction by reducing corporate

ddents per million vehicles to
®0 by 1988.
Jerry Gilley, staff Reliability engi, has been working within Pack-
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Martin

action team within the division's
Quality Improvement Plan. He noted
that during the past two years the
divisionhasadopted JITmanufacturing and inventory principles in

selected areas as well as with many

of the division's suppl%ers and
vendors.

1, C
I

"I don't believe that every one of
our manufacturing operations today
at Packard Electric can convert or
should convert to JIT," said Martin.
"JIT will work in some areas and will
result in tremendous savings." He

estimated about 60-70 percent of the

Wehmer

aducted with Packard customers in
early 1980s provided the basis for
0 division's cooperative involve-

ent approach of today.
Change of focus

The study revealed that only 30
nt of the division's warranty

oblems stemmed from Packard
dity items. The other 70 percent,
tre discovered to be design or

1

division's operations could receive
measurable benefits from JIT in
improved quality and reduced costs
from the division's current JIT level
of about five percent.
While progress has been gradual,
Martin is quick to note that JIT has
already had measurable positive
effects on Packard Electric.
He explained how within the last
two years Packard Electric has,
through a special program with local
suppliers, reduced its inventory by
about $1.6 million. This program has

grovirn from 20 to 40 suppliers in the
last year.
He sees the best way for Packard

to adopt more JIT operations is to
have the division develop a better

sb blyprpo : at the rt1stomers

c r. nd gM *th a t sfacet .

ABy only focusing internally we
e only addressing 30 percent ofthe
blem. We very quickly saw that
had to change our focus from
leal to external and look at the
blem from our customers' view-

already well under way.
JIT Steering Committee
He explained that a JIT steering
committee was recently formed at

]®" Gilley said.
(Continued on Page 6)

"Statistical Process Control applies

to everyone at Packard," declared
Tony Andreatta, director, Manufacturing Engineering, and co-owner of
the SPC quality action team. "The
SPC function is one that requires the
efforts of the whole division."
The team's mission is to protierate
SPC throughout the division in order
to help Packard Electric attain World-

Wehmer, is to participate with
ard customers in the areas of
duct design, wiring installation,
ckaging and training. He added

ormance information.
1 Wehmer noted that the goal for his

SUPPLIERS

SPC

JIT

Cooperative Involvement

Rotunno is the SPC coordinator for Dept. 320,

the first Plant 3 area to use SPC charting.

employes can duplicate them every

time.

No man is an island unto himself,
and neither is Packard Electric when
it comes to attaining World-Class
Quality in all its operations. Thus
Packard's Quality Improvement Plan
addresses not only internal quality
problems, but those associated with
suppliers as well.
"Our mission is to increase our
quality performance from our supp-

lier base to attain World Classleadership by 1988," said Tom Shepherd, Purchasing administrator.
"We currently are measuring our

vendors' overall performance, reflecting quality delivery and service."
Jon Anderson, Purchasing manager, and "owner" of the suppliers
quality actionteam, intendsto accomplish the following objectives by 1988:
• to work as a team with suppliers
from the inception of any Packard Electric Division program

Process certification
"Frequently we can accomplish
something in a laboratory once or
twice, but that doesn't make the
process excellent," Andreatta pointed
out. "Our goal is to apply SPC
principles to all major processes at

....

Packard and to subsequently have all
those
processes
Andreatta, Packard
to certified."
According

has identified thus far 79 processes
for the 1986 model year that need to
be certified. The quality action team
will identify and measure the characteristies of each process, and then

will assign a value to the process. Tile

division currently labels its processes;
with the designations 'A' through 'D'
to indicate how effective they are. An
,A' process would be most efficient
with 'D' the least efficient.
Process certification is a means of
identifying variables in a process and

0./ :21
·
ps
1.-p... ig,-

I
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Anderson

-

• to reduce the number of suppliers
so that buyers can better develop
each vendor's capabilities

• to place a greater amount of
business with elite suppliers

,

3:. 1 6'.

Ship to production

Our goal is to bring suppliers to
a state whereby they can ship to
production, bypassing receiving
inspection," he said. "This means

: -:4

, ;

r...4.<.1, i. 4.41. V#Ni".,A

material is good enough to come

directly from their plant to our floorthe first time and every time,"

P

':Al
t.

Packard has already approved five
vendors for ship-to-production, and
expects to approve 22 more by the end

'0
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Andreatta

trying to minimize or eliminate them.

Packard. Don Dedow, General Manu·

facturing manager, and Tony

"SPC and process certification go
hand-in-glove," Andreatta explained.
"We're pursuing it with our people, but

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 6)

of 1985. Anderson expects this to
generate savings through reduced
inventories.

The quality action team will ensure

that eventually quality will be mea-

sured and controlled at the suppliers'
facilities rather than at the division's
receiving inspection areas. Reliability's Supplier Quality Systems (SQS)
is a program designed to help establish quality at the source.
(Continued on Page 6)
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Wings

Packard r
view f
by Patricia Reilly

Jim Fogarty, index line operator in Dept. 1439, receives clearance to land at Youngstown Municipal
Airport.

Anyone who has ever been caught in a
jam, drivenbehindsomeonewho'soutforaS
drive, orhad a flattire may have wishedthey
fly. Who needs to stay on the ground, anyw4
Not Ron Dearth, Dept. 322 CV operator,
received his private flying license in 1972, and#
had dreamed of one day owning and flyin[

A
rk
de
w
A
f
ov
01

own airplane.
That dream came true two years ago wh@

EXIT
i

41-1** &

19
62

@
spotted a shabby-looking airplane parked in
high grass area at Warren Airport. Dear h ' i
a friend split the $4800 purchase price of the' e
down Cessna 150, and soon began renovatio
e
'The interior was a shambles," Dearth re
"The radio was out. The exterior was dull and
o
in need of paint. A pair of tires were flat, and pi
even found two birds' nests in the el$ t
compartment!"

d
1

"1 hava a real love of flying. You're in yout

own world up there."

A

=

-1 f

01

However, the control cables and conn ' e
remained in good shape, which was crucial to a
plane's ability to fly. Dearth and his partner D'
ten hours sanding and preparing the plane
painting it. They then replaced the interior

purchased a new radio, including a sel

Ye
,t

headphones.

"We put many hours of time and effort into

project, but we have also received many ho]11 11

l

flying enjoyment from our plane," he s

"Including repairs, we had invested only ha]!

rl

price of a new car into the plane, and I I

rp

today it would be worth $6000·$6500."
Dearth noted that at least 40-50 people '
Packard Electric are associated with flying,
"The average person at Packard probably

1/0
It
.a

expense that would be beyond their reach," he'

Y'

"My secret is sharing the expense with an
person. It makes a tremendous difference int
ability to fly on the weekends or wheneve

]
lei
0*

afford to fly if he or she wanted to. It isnl .*I

Fogarty (left) and Dearth check weather reports on a computer for their intended flight paths.

Airplane maintenance is critical. Dearth checks
the oil level in his two-seat Cessna 150.
Dearth receives taxi clearance in his Cessna ,

Skyhawk.

s prefer

above
other means of keeping the expenses down
join a flying club. Jim Fogarty, Dept. 1439,
line operator is head of a flying club at the
gsto*n Municipal Airport.
rding to Dearth, some of the best months
include March, April, May, October and

Visibility from Fogarty's Cessna Skyhawk is 12 miles at an altitude of 3,000 feet as the sun Gets

near Warren.

ben

e do photography from the air if someone
pictures taken," he added. "We've had people
graph golf courses, excavation projects get same very nice shots because the plane's
are above the windows so the visibility is
mt. Also, the plane can fly as slow as 42
per hour."
apilot Dearth keeps himself current by flying
n as possible. He stresses that pilots need
point their skilllevels, attain familiarity with
e controls and ensure that their aircraft are

.

.

431::9##WI "14944
. -*le:141:19;11/16/,242
-

to fly. All pilots should know their personal

ions, as well as those of their planes.
e important thing is the practical knowledge

'ek up along the way," he said. "You should

I

.

-- Ir·t. · - ' :'4,/

entintheir
pastimeb
y selling
theirenger
twoplane
and purchasi
ng a newer
four-pass
Skyhawk. The Skyhawk's 130-135 mile per
cruising speed will enable them to fly longer
ces more easily.

"It was a tax advantage for us to form a
ration and become co-owners," Dearth
' ed. "It wasn't that hard, really. It just
ved some paperwork."
lin't the business aspect that most interests
, however.
have a real love of ilying," he said. "You're
ar own world up there. There's a feeling of
lete freedom. I wanted to take the challenge
g to control an aircraft myself, and I did
ce you attain that skill, it stays with you."

,f',

655-

e to interpret weather reports and recognize
are_the best times to.fly. It's also your job
#ot to keep up on FAA regulations."
t
and his partner recently increased the
;

44*'.*.....=L· · -L
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Fogarty (above) performs a preflight cockpit check.

,

Acting as his own service station attendant,
Fogarty (below) cleans the windshield

of his plane before takeoff.

More to piloting
than meets the eye
Learning to fly is a little like learning to ride
a bike. Once you've got the ability, you don't lose

it. The similarity between the two pastimes ends

there, however, as learning to fly involves
considerably more training, expense and
4

motivation.

Jim Fogarty, Dept. 1439 index operator, and
licensed instructor, heads a flying club based at
the Youngstown Municipal Airport. The club takes

on both new members and people who simply wish
to learn to fly.
The Federal Aviation Administration requires
a minimum of 40 hours of flying time, before it
willlicense a pilot. Fogarty estimates that a person
may need as many as.55-60 hours'of flight before
sufficiently mastering the skills to become a pilot.
Students must eventually pass a 60-question
written exam covering navigation, regulationsand
weather. Fogarty teaches a course at Kent State
University's Trumbull Campus to help students
prepare for the test.

"After passing the test and fulfilling the

minimum hourly requirements, I will sign the
student off to take a check ride with an FAA
examiner," Fogarty said. "The examiner will
conduct an oral exam, and then the student will
demonstrate his or her skills in the air."
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Cooperative Involvement
(Continued from Page 3)

"That's when we decided we were
going to take our Reliability vehicle
coordinators and start focusing them

in the assembly plants," he explained.
FIe added that this approach is the
basis for Packard Electric's current
PEP (Product Evaluation Program)
studies.
He added that PEP studies are
conducted on all new GM vehicle
programs. The study consists of visits

caused to Packard products due to

We are one of the primary suppliers

packaging and handling, and during

of incident information."
In addition to finding problems
which exist at assembly plants
through PEP studies, the cooperative
involvement group goes to great
lengths to enable the assembly plants
to reduce the level of the problems.

mstallation of harnesses into the
vehicle.

"There are other specific Quality
I mprovement Pltin areas - for exampie, Bulbs, Disconnects, Product
Damage, Routing and Harness Protection and to a certain extent
Unseated Terminals - where the
a ssembly plants directly cause some
of the warranty incidents that occur."
'
he explained.

Gilley added that the PEP studies
coordinated by the Cooperative Invol-

to various assembly plants by teams

vement action team have a signifi-

of Packard Electric representatives.

cant influence on many other action

coordinator assigned to them.

is one very large resource to all these

Most assembly plants involved in
PEP studies have a Reliability vehicle

teams within Packard's Quality
Improvement Plan. "The PEP study

Going to the source
„ We involve wiring release eng:neers, corporate reliability and englneering groups. We talk to whomever
we need to resolve problems."
Gilley noted that many problems
are design-related. Consequently, the
Packard Electric Cooperative Involvement action team sometimes has

people involved to resolve these
problems."
What progress has the Cooperative

,

Involvement action team made

toward its goal of customer satisfac,
tion? Gilley confessed that it is
difficult to ell if recent customer
satisfaction improvements based on
customer surveys can be directly
attributed to the efforts of the action
team.

f

"The way we're really going to
measure improvement is through our
PEP studies," explained Gilley. "It's
the most accurate. It also provides us
with very specific data. That's one of
the keys to the rest of the cooperative
involvement plan."

to contact the designers and engineers who developed the initial part.

"The assembly plants in many

He noted that only 11 PEP studies
were conducted last year in compar.
ison with 23 planned for this year.

Gilley added that the coordinators

teams to provide them with very

cases don'tknow whoto calltdresolve

Next year Gilley expects 25 studies

are very familiar with vehicle assem-

specific information on what's going

the problems," he explained. "Our role

to be conducted.

JIT

directly associated with manufacturing.

Martin was pleased to note that
Packard's Industrial Engineering
department recently became directly

involved in the design and develop
ment of quick change tools for JIT,

bly plant problems such as damage

on with their product problem areas.

(Continued from Page 3)

JIT delivery program

Andreatta, director, Manufacturing

lie noted that Packard is developing a distributor program for GM's
1986 E-K and about half of the H-

Engineering, head the committee.
Serving with them are Lee Crawford,
director of Warren Assembly Opera-

tions; Bill Dunham, manager of
Divisional Industrial Engineering;
Glenn Reeser, director of Packard's

Mississippi Operations; George Slet-

vold, manager of Production and
Material Control; Bill Wehmer, director of ]Reliability and Quality Control
and Jack Williams, general director
of Packard's Mexican Operations.
The steering committee's mission,

according to Martin, is to inject the
JIT process into the division's manufacturing operations. "Engineering
must provide the support which will
aid processes which assure quality.
JIT will not function without perfect
quality. You can only pass on good
parts to the next operation."
But quality when discussing JIT
can refer to more than just the quality
of the product, he stressed, Martin is
quick to point out that JIT also
includes delivery as well as opera·

tions which frequently are not

car(GM 70).Theprogramwill involve
a warehouse consolidation point near

is to facilitate - to help getthe proper

; MI i

, 4,1

receive all Packard E-K car product
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input and then make deliveries to the

4
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There is no "batch processing".

"That's where the waste comes in,"

he emphasized. "It drains and misuses materials, labor, equipment and
tools."

He explained that tools, machines
and equipment must be designed to
be changed over quickly to produce
different parts. Flexibility is a key

1, 8. 0
.„'»''L,§<': r

part in a JIT system.
He discussed the advances that

Japanese industries are making in
rapid changeover ofmachines. "Their
goal is good part to good part in less

than 10 minutes."

.
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A Just-In-Time shipment is examined at the Plant 11 receiving dock by
Don Stark, Dept. 947.

of its chief objectives.
"We are obliged to be 100 percent

it involves a lot of work. It takes time

in conformance with major specifica-

• reduction of the human variable

(Continued from Page 3)

"We have begun this year to ask
our suppliers to reach 100 percent
conformance to specifications," She-

tions by the end of 1985," Andreatta
said. "We are also obliged to be at
World-Class Quality by the 1988
model year."

To reach these goals Andreatta

low expectation levels. "The standard
for quality performance in the past
was something less than zero
defects," he said. "Today, we know
there are many benefits to be had
become the new standard."

establish a solid quality program."
Shepherd noted that Packard

division, such as Quality Control,
Reliability and Manufacturing Engi-

them with guidelines on how to

The suppliers quality action team
can reach its goals only by working
with a number of other areas in the

invites all of its vendors to attend the

neering, while treating the supplier as

division's Quality Training Center. It
also provides individual attention on
SPC education.
"Packard Electric for the past two

an additional arm of the
organization.
"That's the way we'd want to look
at a long-term relationship with a

years has trained suppliers in Statistical Process Control. SPC is the first
step in attainihg readiness to ship-

supplier," Anderson said. "It's in both

sibility to bring each one of their
suppliers to the point of being able
to ship to production."

Zero defects
Shepherd believes supplier quality
problems exist because of previous

• use ofthe best technology available
"This is the thrust that will get us
to World-Class Quality," he stated.
The demand for SPC in Packard's

demand for SPC in the Warren
Operations. However, the Mexican
Operations have somewhat different
needs.
"Most of their operations are final
assembly, so even though there is a
need for process certification, the
general emphasis must be operator
training," Andreatta said.

Mississippi Operations rivals the

_ -
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from striving for zero defects, so it has

pherd pointed out. "Through SQS we
will work with our suppliers and, if
necessary, train them and provide

to-production," stated Shepherd.
"SPC is not the only answer, but
it is a starting point. A supplier can
qualify for ship-to-production without
taking SPC training," Anderson
added. "It will be the buyers' respon-

12
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assembly plant four times daily.
Quick changeover
Martin noted that within a traditional JIT system only the number
of parts which are needed are sent.

(Continued from Page 3)

SUPPLIERS

I
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the Hamtramek, Mich. E-K car assembly plant. The warehouse will

said the team will implement the
following strategies:
- mechanization
• automation

ability, Quality Control and Product

'

'

Engineering. These areas will help
the quality action team reach some

receives help from staff areas such
as Manufacturing Engineering, Reli-

.1
L
I

(Continued on Page 8)
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SPC
and effort to design the system,"
The SPC quality action team
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our and their best interest. Because
the suppliers are dealing with us over
the long haul, it has t:o be a win/win

situation."
This supplier quality improvement
effort will also embrace Packard's
Mississippi and Mexican Operations,
according to Shepherd. "They are an

integral part of the plan," he said.
"Our approach will cover all the

matarials used at Packard Electric, as
we help vendors attain our quality
standard-and that's World-Class
Quality."
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Dick Sahr, divisional buyer, (left) and Tom Finta, general supervisor,
Supplier Quality, (right) review control characteristics with supplier Robert
Glay, general manager, Holmco Industries. Finta uses an SPC gauge to
measure dimensions on a door grommet.
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'It's a good beginning'

Clinton suppliers form quality plans
It is generally accepted tlial one ofthe best ways
i to insure that a goal is met is to first write it down.
The next stop usually is k) map out a strategy
including a timetableleading up 6, when the goal

Mississippi integrated supplier :141 gain 60 to 70
percent more business from Packard Electric this
year over last year based on an outstanding past
quality performance. "We recognized his quality,"

Packard's Mississippi Operations in Clinton
recently asked their integrated suppliers to follow
„ a similar plan (if action. Six months ago Packard
Electric in Clinton asked each of its integrated

Suppliers were given free reign in how to develop
their quality plans. This, according to Beck, was
to preventPackardElectricfrom compromising the
competitive edge that one supplier mig}lt have over

is expected U) be reached.

said Reeser,

aUDpliers to commit their individual quality plans

another. He noted that the suppliers were not

showing videotapes to his employes which
illustrate how wiring harnesses operate and how
they are installed in cars. In this manner ho hopes
to increase his employes' understanding fc,r the

need of quality.
Another part of Levy's plan calls for not only
a 100 percent on4ine quality audit but also a 100

percent final end-of-the-line inspection. to prevent
defects from leaving his plants.

Levy added that his quality plan involves

to paper. Seven owner/operator supplier groups in

required tc, address any certain areas in their plan.

running his conveyors in a "shut-down mode"

112 locations within an 85-mile radius of Clinton
responded with quality plans unique to their own

What was included in the suppliers' quality
plans? According to Beck no two plans were the
same. "Generally, they addressed their audit
proced un:s, reject control, preventive maintenance.
of tools and equipment, training, SPC (iri cases

where defective parts on line :will automatically
stop production when checked. "They fix the
problem right on the spot," he explained.

Clinton which serve I'ackard Electric.

his plants.

plant operations.
Allan Bock, Huperintendent of integrated supp3 liers l'or Packard's Ilant 2,1 iri Clinton, explained
t the purpose of the program. "The product complexr ity has increased at such a dramatic ritte that some

While his plants do not include it currently,

Ii}vy's plan will also fe ture Statistical Process
where it is being used or anticipated) and employe Control (SPC) training fc,r his employes within the
involvement."
hext year.
Supplier reaction
He notod that liis plan involves weekly contacts
Al Levy is general manager and-vice president. from his plants to the customers (GM assembly
ofthreeintegrated supplier operations locatednear plants) who receive Packard harnesses made in

I of the ptictir.es that we had both inside Packard
! and at the final assembly suppliers turned out not

: (to be) adequate anymore."
Glenn Reeser, direct.or o[' Packiird's Mississippi
Operations, cited another purpose of the program.
"We wanted to emphasize to them (suppliers) that

we want quality. This way tliey get 'ownership'

Levy expects Packard Electrid to gain a better
product from the iritegrated supplier quality plan

Part of the overall plan
Beck added that the:integrated supplier quality.
plans will be included as a separate section of the.
Quality Improvement Plan for Packard's Missis

durable and performs to the expectations of the

sippi ()perations.
lie. noted that there will be regular audits of the
suppliers' performance in conforming ic, their own

program,
"We want to produce a product that is reliable,

in a quality product," he said. "It's a good
beginning."

Quality = more business
customer each time," said Levy. "Although we've
There was another verygoodreason forClinton's not reached perfection, that's our objec:tive. We're
integrated suppliers to take seriously Packard's- sure that we're doing everything from our end to
challenge of developing a quality plan. "We are

build a harness thtit is of the higliest quality:

re\*arding our top quality suppliers with more
business," said Reeser.

.Levy noted that the quality plan he submitted
to Packard Electric includes emphasis on employe
involvement. He explained that he intends to begin

He noted, for example, that one top quality

quality plan. This, he explained, would be in
addition to the quality checks which Packard,
routinely makes at the suppliers' plants. "We are
going to hold them to it," Reeser emphasized.

Packard worker beginning program
to keep Hispanic youths in school
by Patricia Reilly .
Get a degree, get a job and get
ahead. This statement serves as an
unspoken motto for many of this
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country's young people striving to
attain middle class comfort and more.

Some adolescents, however,
jeopardize their odds for success by
failing to get that degree, either from
high school or college. This is

£*. 43.·:t.t-.. ··i·
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especially true of the nation's

minorities, who too often become
dropouts out of frustration or in the
hope of getting an early start on the
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job market.

Frank Nolasco, general supervisor,
Quality Assurance, wants to do
something about that - particularly
h the case of young Hispanics living
in Youngstown.
"Some Hispanic young men and
women are having a hard time
making their way through a high
I school career," he said. "There's a big
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' increase in the dropout rate in the

ar-

11th grade. We're trying to originate

a program starting in the ninth grade
where we have career people,
counselors and successful Hispanics
Ialk to them about the perils of not
completing a high school education."
1 Nolasco serves as vice president of
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Frank Nolasco, general supervisor, Quality Assurance, checks a wiring harness assembly on an inspection board.

the board of directors of the biographical sketches of successful
Organization Civic and Cultural
Hispanics of America (OCCHA)
ibased in Youngstown. This
{organization provides a wealth of
social services to Mahoning Valley
iHispanics, and has recently begun
i,thisdropoutprevention program with
the Youngstown public school
system.

"The school system is beginning

...I

Hispanics, organizing group forums
and scheduling one-on-one or group
sessions in which Hispanic students
can
discuss
problems
and
with
Hispanic
possibilities
professionals.
"Hispanic students tend to
withdraw into a shell because their
language is not English. This

• remember that education allows
you to exercise more options for
success
"We all need motivation. I try to
set an example for my son," Nolasco

placed a strong emphasis on
achieving success.
"I've always had an established
goal - a professional goal. I worked
throughout my collegiatk career. I

said. "He observes me going to work
every day."
Hispanic students thinking of
dropping out need role models, he
added. The OCCHA program can

from the general high school society,"
Nolasco said. "They get to the point

something, and that's what
motivated me," he said. "I need to

always planned to accomplish

give them the chance to meet

of OCCHA and the school system are

where they wonder why they should

pass on this motivation to some of
these kids."

kids in school. They've been keeping
labs on the ninth and tenth graders

they could go out and get a job
somewhere.

Some of his advice to Hispanic
students includes:

successful Hispanic professional
people and tradespeople.
"I want to impress on these kids
that they have an opportunity to be

"What they don't know is how

• ask yourself where you will be five,

There might be other Hispanic people

i'this project with a visual Fesentation
i tothekids," heexplained. "The efforts

already helping to keep some of these

lince September."

They are now planning to expand

<the program by publishing a
pamphlet _ _ _ which

includes

withdrawal keeps them ostracized

Nolasco faced similar pressures
while growing up in a poor section
of Youngstown. His family came to
the area from Mexico when he was
one year old, and as he got older they

go on trying to get an education when

many jobs there are out there. Who's

going to hire them without a high
school education?"

10 or 20 years from now
• learn to work, play and socialize
under a disciplined environment

successful," he said. "Things are
going smoothly with the program.

who want to participate in this, and
anyone who is interested can contact
me,"

l
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JIT
(Continued from Page 6)

Ship to Stock
Martin discussed another program
closely affiliated with JIT called
"Ship to Stock" which he claims will
resultin additionalreductionsintime,
cost and material handling.
"Ship to Stock is when we bring in
material and bypass receiving inspec-

qualify and be validated by Packard
Electric as being producers of only
quality materials. Following validation their products can be received
and placed immediately into Packa:rd's stock without being subjected to
a quality inspection. He noted that
Statistical Process Control is used to
help select Packard's Ship to Stock
vendors.

JIT Benefits
Martin noted that a direct benefit
of JIT is a reduction in inventory

tion," explained Martin. He noted

which takes up valuable space, The

that the program requires vendors to

foor space concern comes into sharp

focus when Martin estimated that an
average of nearly 30 percent of any
manufacturing plant's operation is
involved in material storage. He
further noted that Packard Electric
frequently seeks additional floor
space to rent which could be made

available through continued conversion to JIT
He pointed to Packard's Plant 44
in Austintown as a model JIT operation, "We have minimum storage of
material in the manufacturing area
at Plant 44. Everything is delivered
on buggies and carts."

While Martin considers JIT as
beneficial to the division, he notes a
problem in making a total conversion
in the near future.
"The problem we have today is that
we don't have the processes that
provide the (wality level necessary to

run with JIT. That is the hold up:"

Concluded Martin, 'The benefits of
JIT are staggering. JIT combines a

strong competitive edge in , terms of
quality and cost. It forces perfect
quality, enhances productivity and
reduces cost through elimination of
waste."

Directors discuss future direction of S.B.U.s
include connection systems, conduit
electronic
modules.
fiber
optics,
bulk materials and
"Together these products will
account for 18 percent of Packard
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sales in the 1985 model year," noted

Wehmer. He added that connection
systems (terminals, connectors and
component assemblies) will account
for nearly 80 percent of that
"The connection systems industry
will continue to be a high-growth ,

high-return industry," predicted
Wehmer. He added, however, thathis

S.B.U. is developing strategies to gain
entrance into non-automotive areas.
Wiring Assembly S.B.U.
John Martin, director, Material
Management and co.chairman ofthe

Wiring Assembly S.B.U., ident}Ged
his group's focus as Packard's power

and signal distribution assembly
systems for North America.
He predicted that volume and
additional automotive wiring content
will cause the wiring assembly ·
Packard managers enter Champion High School auditorium for the spring management conference held last week.
(Continued from Page 2)

Ray Connolly, divisional comptroller and co-chairman of the Wire and
Cable S.B.U., told Packard's managers that his group has responsibility

for automotive cable, copper rod and
flexible printed circuits.
"Through the end of this decade,"
said Connolly, "we will continue to
experience an increasing demand for

these products."

He predicted, for example, that
automotive cable will be converted to
miniature size cable to meet vehicle
space and weight constraints while
providing interconnects for additional electrical and electronic options
and monitoring devices.
Component S.B.U.
Bill Wehmer, director, Reliability
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A theme centering on the potential
of dedicated workers and excellence
in American industry was presented
at a banquet last week immediately
following Packard Electric's spring
management conference by guest
speaker H. Ross Perot, a member of
the board of directors of General
Motors and chairman of the board
of Dallas-based Electronic Data
Systems Corporation (EDS). EDS
was recently purchased by GM.
Perot's anecdote-filled address to
Packard's managers at the Packard

Music Iall was laced with his philexperiences which included competing against IBM - his former
employer before forming EDS.
"Our people understood that if we

a;k=,blinked in competition, we would
Perot listed factors which he feels
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H. Ross Perot, member of the board of directors of General Motors and
chairman of the board of Electronic Data Systems Corporation (EDS),
addressed Packard's managers at Packard Music Hall.

ness with a singular focus on
quality."

"management" and "labor" will be ,
dismissed within GM.
i
"I came from an organization
where we had one team," stressed

Perot. "And if we had to be called
anything, we were all labor because ·
we worked like the devil to go out and
whip everybody in sight and win!"
Perot expressed his views of world.
wide competition. "We invented the ·
electronics industry - created all
these devices and yet nearly a]1 of i

them are being made overseas and
that is a terrible indictment. And we i

'
can turn that around."
He described American workers
and GM people in particular as being
the best in the world. "Of a company

that has many strong qualities, iM

best characteristic is the quality ofits
people," said Perot. "This leads me

I
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He reemphasized the need for
teamwork. "We've got to be a team ,

current success. Some of the philos-

working together to keep those jobB

ophies EDS embraces which are
unique to American business include

in this country," said Perot "At that
point we become unbeatable."
Computer technology played a

One of the most unique differences,
according to Perot, between EDS and
GM· and most large companies is the

major part in Perot;'s thoughts as he
addressed Packard's managers.
"There's a fear that changes in

EDS employes coming in from GM.

nology create new jobs."
Perot acknowledged that excel·
lence, the theme of the management
conference, is important to every

lack of established job descriptions.
He noted that this situation caused
some difficult adjustments for new

.
3

continue to improve our competitive

contributed to EDS reaching its

training.

34

growth," said Martin, "we must

EDS head addresses managers

osophies of winning in the market>
placealongwithmanyofhispersonal

.'
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and Quality Control and co-chairman
of the Component S.B.U., explained
that his group's responsibilities

market to expand tremendously in i
the next five years.
"To take advantage of this

"I finally said'take a very broad view
of your job and use your initiative.'
That's as specific as we ever want to
get(about job descriptions)."
He also imparted to the Packard
managers his equally unique team

concept, According to Perot anything

that separates people in an organization tends to make it less effective.
That is the reason, Perot said, that
he hopes that someday the terms

technology eliminate jobs," noted
Perot. "All of the evidence is that
changes and improvements in te¢h·

person within Packard Electric and

GM.

"The most important thing is fot

people in the organization to under,

stand is that to a major extent they '
determine their future by the quality
of work they do," emphasized Perot ·
$

